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Fast shear rate effects on the residual shear strength of clay 
Effet de la vitesse de cisaillement rapide sur la résistance de cisaillement résiduelle de l’argile

A.Rouaiguia -  Department ot Civil & Structural Engineering, Nottingham Trent University, UK 
C.D. F. Rogers -  School of Civil Engineering, University of Birmingham, UK

ABSTRACT: This paper presents three series o f tests on clay soils using an automated reversible shear box. The first tests consisted 
o f varying displacement rates for every backward cycle from 0.00881 mm/min to 0.03968 mm/min with a constant rate o f shear for 
every forward cycle o f 0.00881 mm/min. The second series o f tests investigated the effects o f quick repeated cyclic shearing o f the 
clays against a rough sandstone rock surface. After consolidation, the sample was sheared at rate o f 53 mm/min for 200 repeated 
cycles (both forward and backward) with a travel o f 10 mm. The test was then stopped for a period o f 4 hours before a slow rate of 
shear o f 0.00881 mm/min was applied until the residual condition was established. The third series o f tests were carried out using 
similar procedures and rates o f shear as the second series but for 20 0 0  repeated cycles and a length o f travel o f 1 mm.

RÉSUMÉ: Cet article présente trois séries d ’essais sur les sols argileux en utilisant la boite de cisaillement réversible automatique. La 
première série d ’essais consiste à varier la vitesse de cisaillement pour chaque cycle en arrière de 0.00881 mm/min jusqu’au
0.03968 mm/min avec une vitesse de cisaillement constante pour chaque cycle en avant de 0.00881 mm/min. La deuxième série 
d ’essais a étudié l’effet de cisaillement cyclique rapide et répétés des argiles sur l ’interface du roche grès à surface rugueuse. Après la 
consolidation, l’échantillon est cisaillé à une vitesse de 20 0  mm/min pour 20 0  cycles pépètes (dans les deux sens en arrière et en 
avant) avec un trajet de 10 mm. L’essai est alors arrêté pour une période de 4 heures avant qu ’une vitesse de cisaillement lente de
0.00881 mm/min est appliquée ju squ ’à l’obtention des conditions de cisaillement résiduelles. La troisième série d ’essais a été 
effectuée en utilisant la même procédure et la même vitesse mais avec 20 0 0  cycles répétés et une longueur de trajet de 1 mm.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most difficult problems encountered in geotechnical 
engineering is how to ensure the stability o f the slopes of 
cuttings and retaining walls, and consequently how to assess the 
limiting strength o f soil. Pre-existing shear surfaces at or close to 
residual strength are frequently present in slopes of clay and 
weak mudstone. Particular attention has been paid to shearing 
resistance with large displacements, and the influence o f 
interfaces between soil and rock in changing the shearing mode 
(Lemos and Vaughan, 2000). Thus, a knowledge o f the strength 
o f such surfaces under rapid loading is necessary if  stability, for 
example during and after an earthquake, is to be examined.

This study is concerned with residual shear strength. The 
residual strength o f soils has played an important role in defining 
the extent o f the loss in strength that can occur in fissured clays. 
It represents also the available strength along existing shear 
surfaces formed in any cohesive soil. It can be defined as the 
strength reached at a large shear displacement beyond which, if 
the soil is sheared further, there is no further loss in strength.

Therefore, if previous large movements have occurred in the 
field leading to the formation o f shear planes, knowledge o f the 
residual strength will be required for design purposes in order to 
estimate the strength o f the soil. A knowledge o f the strength 
mobilized along such surfaces under rapid loading is necessary if 
stability during and after an earthquake or other accelerated 
shearing phenomena is to be examined.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SHEAR BOX

The need for particular laboratory test techniques that can 
achieve the large strains necessary to measure the residual shear 
strength of soils, both simply and accurately, has become

apparent over recent years. Because this study is concerned with 
high speed shearing over short lengths o f travel, an operation 
which is impossible to carry out using the standard shear box, 
the standard shear box was modified by removing the gears and 
replacing them by a stepper motor controlled directly from a 
micro-computer. Shearing was then controlled by fixing the 
number o f pulses necessary to drive the motor a certain distance.

Instead of measuring the shear stress o f the soil by means o f a 
load ring, which sometimes gives inaccurate results due to the 
problem o f friction of the needle, a transducer was used to allow 
for the measurement o f shear stress automatically. Dial gauges 
that measure the horizontal and vertical movement o f the box 
during consolidation and shear were likewise replaced by 
transducers.

The normal stresses, which are traditionally applied to the upper 
half o f the specimen by hanging weights, were applied by air 
pressure controlled by a microcomputer (Rogers et al., 1989). A 
load cell was used to measure the normal stress acting on the 
sample. A data logging system was used to record measurements 
obtained from the shear box. The modifications also enabled the 

direction of travel to  be  rev ersed  au tom atica lly  at a chosen  

d istance o f  travel (R ouaigu ia , 1990).

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

3.1 Description o f  soil samples used

The soil samples used in this study were three Algerian clays 
(termed Kaolin 1, Kaolin2 and Kaolin3) and three British clays 
(termed London clay, Lias clay and Mercia Mudstone). A planar, 
polished coarse sandstone was used as the interface. In this 

study the normal stress during consolidation for all the tests was
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applied in stages to avoid extrusion o f the relatively wet samples 
through the gap between the two halves o f the box. The 
properties, particle size distribution of each clay and the clay 
mineralogy composition, determined using X-Ray diffraction, 
are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.

Table 1. Clay properties

Specific
Gravity

%

LL
%

PL
%

PI
%

Activity

London
Clay

2.750 87 31 56 1.43

Lias clay 2.50 45 27 18 0.54
Mercia
Mudstone

2.80 35 17 18 0.66

Kaolin 1 3.20 104 48 56 0.98
Kaolin2 2.69 86 49 37 1.60

Kaolin3 2.60 57 36 21 1.61

Note: LL, PL and PI are used to denote liquid limit, 
plastic limit and plasticity index respectively.

Table 2. Particle size distribution

Sand

(%)

Coarse
silt
(%)

Medium
silt

(%)

Fine
Silt

(%)

Clay

(%)

London
Clay

4 15 4 38 39

Lias Clay 1 26 8 32 33

Mercia
Mudstone

12 26 12 23 27

Kaolin 1 2 9 11 21 57
Kaolin2 35 2 28 12 23

Kaolin3 42 26 10 9 13

Table 3. Clay mineralogy composition using X-Ray diffraction

Sample Mineralogy composition in dominant 
order

London Clay Smectite Illite/Mica Chlorite

Lias Clay IUite/Mica Kaolinite Chlorite

Mercia Mudstone Chlorite Illite/Mica
Kaolin 1 Kaolinite in ordered layers 

Very little Illite/Mica

Kaolin 2 Kaolinite better ordered layers 
Very little Illite/Mica

Kaolin 3 Kaolinite in poorly ordered layers 
More Illite/Mica in comparison with 
Kaolinl and Kaolin2

3.2 Tests on the six clays using the modified shearbox

The tests using the modified shearbox were carried out on the six 
clays under normally consolidated conditions. When preparing 
the specimens for testing, the samples were first sieved through a 
425 |im sieve and then mixed with water to achieve a value near 
the liquid limit. After mixing the sample and leaving it to come 
to equilibrium, it was placed into the 10 0  mm square mould o f 
the box. The required normal stress was applied using the

computer control and the specimen was left to consolidate until 
equilibrium conditions were reached. During the consolidation 
period, measurement o f vertical displacement with time was 
made at time intervals specified by the microcomputer.

The normal stresses applied to each clay were 100, 150, 200 and 
400 kPa, each test being carried out on a fresh sample. When 
consolidation was complete, the positions o f the transducers 
were adjusted until the arms o f the transducers were just in 
contact with the shearbox. The motor was then engaged and the 
rate o f shearing was fixed at 0.00881 mm/min, a value that was 
found by preliminary tests to ensure drained conditions 
throughout the test. Frequent readings o f  the shear load, 
horizontal displacement and vertical displacement were recorded 
simultaneously with time. The reversal technique was continued 
until a steady shear stress was recorded on two consecutive 
travels. This was taken as being the residual value. Generally, 
the shearing was stopped after 5 cycles.

3.3 Interface shear tests using fa s t rates o f  shear

The effect o f fast rates o f shearing on the residual strength of 
clays in soil-on-soil tests has been investigated extensively 
(Lupini et al., 1981; Lemos et al., 1985; Skempton, 1985; Tika et 
al., 1996). In addition, when clay soils are sheared against solid 
surfaces the peak shear resistance has been found to be 
dependent on stress history, method o f sample preparation, water 
content, clay content, rate o f shear, and roughness o f the surface. 
The soil-interface shearing resistance is normally slightly less 
than the strength o f the soil alone, and tends to decrease with 
decreasing surface roughness (M eyerhof & Murdock, 1953; 
Potyondy, 1961; Clark & Meyerhof, 1972; Kanji, 1974; 
Littleton, 1976; Kraft et al., 1981). The influence o f fast rates o f 
shear combined with interface shearing must be considered in 
the study o f machine foundations and certain construction 
phenomena, such as the resistance to shear on the sides of piles 
during pile driving (Martin and Potts, 1985).

In this study, tests were carried out using rapid undrained 
shearing before the samples were subjected to slow displacement

- rates in the modified shearbox. These tests were divided into two 
types: fast shearing for 20 0  cycles with 10  mm travel and fast 
shearing for 2000 cycles with 1 mm travel. In each case six tests

-  were carried out in which the clays were sheared against a coarse 
sandstone rock surface. After the consolidation stage, therefore, 
the shearing rate was fixed to 53 mm/min for the requisite 
number o f cycles. In order to apply these very fast shear rates, a 
reduction gear was directly attached to the shaft o f the worm 
drive. No results were recorded during high speed shearing. The 
tests were then stopped, and after a period of 4 hours the rate of 
shear was changed to 0.00881 mm/min for which the reduction 
gear and the cogs were again replaced. This rate was maintained 
until 5 cycles had been accomplished.

The aim o f the former tests was to define as well as possible the 
effects o f fast rates o f shear in relation to the measurement o f 
both peak and residual shear strength, since the distance o f travel 
was known to be sufficient to create residual conditions. The 
idea behind the high-speed travels was solely to cause particle 
alignment in the sample before slow shearing takes place. The 
aim o f the second series o f tests was to determine whether rapid 
cyclic shearing with short lengths o f travel o f the shear box 
would result in the residual strength condition being achieved. A 
final (fourth) series o f tests was thereafter conducted in which 
interface tests were carried out using only slow, i.e. fully 
drained, shearing.
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4 RESULTS OF SOIL-SOIL TESTS Table 4b. Peak and residual strength parameters for each 
British clay (no sandstone rock interface).

A summary o f  the results obtained from standard modified 
shearbox tests is presented in Tables 4a and 4b. A typical stress- 
displacement curve is presented for London clay in Figure 1, the 
value at the fifth cycle being taken as the residual strength since 
it is the same as that after four cycles.

Table 4a. Peak and residual strength parameters for each 
Algerian clay (no sandstone rock interface).

Shear
Strength

Kaolin 1 
(kPa)

Kaolin2
(kPa)

Kaolin3
(kPa)

t r ;  =100 kPa
r p

26 46 60

18 30 42

cr;=150  kPa
TP

36 62 84

*r 28 46 60

a'„ =200 kPa
TP

54 76 103

Tr 42 63 84

a'„ =400 kPa
TP

103 150 196

84 124 165

</>' Peak Degrees 15.4 20.9 27.3

<f>'r Residual
Degrees 11.8 17.6 22.8

c Peak kPa 0 .2 2.0 5.0

c'r Residual kPa 0.0 0.3 0.3

Shear
Strength

London
clay

(kPa)

Lias
clay

(kPa)

Mercia
Mudstone

(kPa)

o-; = 100kPa
TP

30 42 60

14 24 42

o-;= 150kP a
TP

54 50 84

20 28 60

cr'„ =200 kPa
TP

62 71 103

30 42 84

a'„ =400 kPa
TP

124 144 196

*7 50 85 165

<j>' Peak Degrees 16.9 19.5 26.1

<j)'r Residual
Degrees 8 .2 12.1 22.4

c ' Peak kPa 2.0 0.3 5.0

c'r Residual kPa 0.7 0 .0 2.0

strengths are approximately the same and in three cases show an 
increase.

Table 5a. Friction angle values for interface tests 
both with and without fast shearing for 20 0  cycles 
and 10  mm length o f travel

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Horizontal displacement, mm 
Figure 1. Shearing London clay at 0.00881 mm/min

5 RESULTS OF INTERFACE TESTS

Table 5a and Table 5b present the values o f peak and residual 
strength for all six clays sheared against a rough sandstone 
interface. Both the peak and residual strengths were significantly 
affected by the fast shearing in the second series o f tests [ 200  

cycles with 10  mm length o f travel] giving lower values in 
comparison with the values obtained without fast shearing. A 
similar tendency was noticed in the third series [ 20 0 0  cycles 
with 1 mm travel] for the peak strengths, whereas the residual

K

with 
fast rate 
o f shear

f t

without 
fast rate 
o f shear

with 
fast rate 
o f shear

f

without 
fast rate 
o f shear

Kaolin 1 8.4 9.1 12.3 13.6
Kaolin2 13.0 14.2 16.5 17.5

Kaolin3 18.5 20 .0 21.0 22.6

London clay 7.0 7.4 15.3 16.6

Lias clay 9.5 10 .2 16.5 18.0

Mercia
Mudstone

19.0 20.3 23.0 25.2

6 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The values o f the peak and residual shear strengths for fast 
shearing for 20 0  cycles with 10  mm length o f travel were found 
to be lower than the values obtained from the tests without fast 
shearing. It is apparent, therefore that the 10 mm length of travel 
caused considerable deformations to the structure o f the sample 
during the cyclic loading. In contrast, for fast shearing for 2000 
cycles with 1 mm length o f travel, only the peak strength was 
found to be lower than the corresponding value without fast 
shearing, the residual strengths being approximately the same as 
those sheared slowly.

Despite the fact that the number o f cycles for the third series o f 
tests was 10  times more than the tests o f the second series (i.e. 
there was the same cumulative distance), it is apparent that the 
large length o f travel had a more severe effect on the strength of 
the sample than the small length o f travel with cyclic loading.
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Table 5b. Friction angle values for interface tests 
both with and without fast shearing for 20 0 0  cycles 
and 1 mm length o f travel

t'r

with 
fast rate 
o f shear

4>r

without 
fast rate 
o f shear

¥

with 
fast rate 
o f shear

f
without 
fast rate 
o f shear

Kaolin 1 8.8 9.1 12.5 13.6
Kaolin2 13.4 14.2 16.2 17.5
Kaolin3 20.5 20 .0 21.3 22.6

London clay 9.0 7.4 13.5 16.6
Lias clay 10 .0 10 .2 15.5 18.0
Mercia
Mudstone

21.0 20.3 23.0 25.0

This finding is o f  considerable importance for design, since it is
the maximum shearing distance, rather than cumulative distance,
that causes the greatest influence.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions have been drawn from this study:

• The residual shear strength o f cohesive soils was found to 
be dependent on the rate shear.

•  For soils sheared against coarse sandstone with a fast rate 
shear for 20 0 0  cycles and a length o f shear o f 1 mm, there 
was a reduction in the peak friction angle o f between 1.1 

and 3.1 degrees compared to the peak strength measured 
using slow shearing. There were no consistent changes in 
the residual shear strength.

•  For soils sheared against coarse sandstone with a fast rate 
shear for 20 0  cycles and a length o f shear o f 10  mm there 
was a marked change in strength for both peak and residual 
shear strength.
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